Nominating Speech for person(s) nominated by the Nominating Committee

Second

Speaker calls 3 times for other nominations from the floor (For each candidate nominated from the floor, there will be a Nominating Speech and a Second)

If no nominations from the floor, the candidate is unopposed and the Speaker declares winner by acclamation.

When more than 1 candidate
Speaker calls for roll call vote to determine winner.

The Candidate is elected

NOTE: a person can run from floor in multiple elections (if they lose in one trustee election, they can run in the next one)
Election of Multiple Trustee Positions

- **Election for 2 Trustee positions, 3-Year Terms Each**

  - Nominating Speech for a person nominated by the Nominating Committee (Option 1)
  - Second

  - Nominating Speech for a person nominated by the Nominating Committee (Option 2)
  - Second

  - Speaker will call 3 times for other nominations from the floor. (For each candidate nominated from the floor, there will be a Nominating Speech and a Second)

  - YES

    - Random drawing of first delegation to be called in roll call.

  - ROLL CALL ELECTION. Regular votes of each candidate become 2 votes for that specific candidate. Majority vote for any candidate will be regular votes (example: 16 votes). Total votes (example: 32) of the doubled votes allocated among the various candidates

  - NO

    - Majority of regular votes required to elect.

    - Speaker declares winner by acclamation

    - YES

      - Continue roll calls until 2 candidates receive majority of available votes

      - When 1 candidate receives majority of the votes:

        - **Candidate(s) elected**

        - Roll calls continue until a second candidate receives majority of available votes

      - NO

        - Candidate(s) re-nominated

        - Roll call elections continue until two candidates have received a majority of available votes

Note: Candidates can withdraw at any time, but cannot be forced to withdraw, not even if they receive zero votes. Roll call elections continue until two candidates have received a majority of available votes.